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INTERIM COURSES [LINK]   SUMMER COURSES [LINK] 

 
 

Interim Courses 
 
 
HY 300 – History of Games        (3 hrs.) 
001 – Clark   01:00 pm – 04:00 pm    MTWRF TBA 
 

The goal of this course is to use the games of various societies as a primary source, a 
“window” into portions of the human experience at differing times and places, and to 
incorporate experiential learning by adding gameplay and rule discussion to scholarly 
readings and class discussion. Thus, we will study a series of specific games, and the 
societies which produced them, focusing on games which involve mastery of rules and 
chance rather than on contests of physical skill or endurance. 

 
 
HY 300 – History of Brazil in Film      (3 hrs.)   
002 – Cribelli    09:00 pm – 12:00 pm  MTWRF 257 ten Hoor Hall 
 

Why study Brazil? This South American nation is the fifth largest in the world in both 
geography and population. It is now home to the sixth largest economy (surpassing the 
United Kingdom in 2013). Brazil is also a nation rich in racial, cultural, geographical, 
biological, and linguistic diversity. In many ways, Brazil's history of slavery, plantation 
agriculture, immigration, and industrialization offer a compelling distant mirror for 
understanding the trajectory of U.S. history. Brazil also diverges from the rest of the 
Americas in important ways: it was the only New World colony to become the seat of a 
European court, and it was the largest slaveholding society in the Western Hemisphere 
and the last to abolish the institution (1888). This nation of 200 million is also home to 
the largest film and television industry in Latin America providing a rich variety of films 
that elucidate the history of this complex nation. Due to Brazil's rich cultural production 
of film, and the opportunities that the medium offers for experiencing a nation's language, 
geography, and construction of identity, the films selected here provide insightful lenses 
through which the many facets of Brazil come into view. 
 

 
HY 300 – Special Studies in History     (3 hrs.)   
003 – Peterson   01:00 pm – 04:00 pm   MTWRF TBA 
 

 
HY 300 – Special Studies in History     (3 hrs.)   
004 – TBA    09:00 pm – 12:00 pm  MTWRF TBA 
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HY 316 – Life & Legend of Abraham Lincoln    (3 hrs.) 
001 – Kohl    09:00 am – 12:00 pm  MTWRF 253 ten Hoor Hall 
 

This course will examine the life of the man often considered the representative 
American. Through historical works, Hollywood films, documentaries, photographs, and 
Lincoln's own writings, the course will attempt to discover both the "real" Lincoln and 
how Lincoln has been seen by subsequent generations of Americans 
 

 
HY 335 – Handmade Nation: Knit and History    (3 hrs.) 
001 – Kopelson  01:00 pm – 04:00 pm  MTWRF TBA 
 

Explores the history, art, and politics of knitting. Students will learn to knit (or develop 
their skills as knitters) and also analyze knitting as a fascinating window onto the rest of 
the world. Topics explored include the craft’s history, women’s and men’s work, the 
politics of art vs. craft, consumerism, globalization, and the craft’s role in activism. Half 
of class time will be studio-based and half will focus on discussion of the readings. 
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Summer Courses 
 
 
HY 101 – Western Civilization to 1648      (3 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings – See myBama for details. 
 

A history of Western civilization from its origins in Greece and Rome through the Middle 
Ages, the Renaissance and Reformation, and the age of discovery and expansion during 
the emergence of modern Europe. 
 

• HY 101–600 is open to UA Early College students only.  
• HY 101–900 is open to students classified as Distance Learners only.  

 
 
HY 102 – Western Civilization since 1648      (3 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings – See myBama for details. 
 

Covers the development of the Western world from the Thirty Years' War to the post–
World War II era: the age of absolutism, the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, 
industrialization, and the wars of the 20th century. 
 

• HY 102–600 is open to UA Early College students only.  
• HY 102–900 is open to students classified as Distance Learners only. 

 
 
HY 103 – American Civilization to 1865      (3 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings – See myBama for details. 
 

A survey of American history from its beginning to the end of the Civil War, giving 
special emphasis to the events, people, and ideas that have made America a distinctive 
civilization. Open to freshmen.  
 

• HY 103–600 is open to UA Early College students only.  
• HY 103–900 is open to students classified as Distance Learners only. 

 
 
HY 104 – American Civilization since 1865     (3 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings – See myBama for details. 
 

A survey of American history from the Civil War to the present, giving special emphasis 
to the events, people, and ideas that have made America a distinctive civilization. Open 
to freshmen.  
 

• HY 104–600/601 is open to UA Early College students only. 
• HY 104–900 is open to students classified as Distance Learners only. 
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HY 300 – Conservatism in Modern America     (3 hrs.) 
050 – Witcher    10:00 am – 11:45 am   MTWRF 253 ten Hoor Hall 
 

This course traces the conservative movement in American politics from its opposition to 
the New Deal in the 1930s to the election of Donald Trump in 2016. Special attention 
will be paid to the rise of the conservative movement, the Reagan Administration, and the 
evolution of conservatism from 1990 to the present. The class will explore the various 
shades of conservative ideology and will discuss the ways in which conservatism has 
shaped American politics. 

 
 
HY 300 – The American Civil War       (3 hrs.)    
100 – Brasher    01:00 pm – 02:45 pm  MTWRF 258 ten Hoor Hall 
 

The course will examine the military, political, diplomatic, social, and intellectual aspects 
of the Civil War years (1860-65). It will also assess the impact this war has had on 
subsequent American history. 

 
 
HY 300 – Special Studies in History      (3 hrs.)    
800+ – TBA   TBA    TBA  TBA 
 

Overseas study. 
 
 
HY 301 – Independent Study       (3 hrs.) 
050-105 Multiple Offerings - See myBama for details. 
 

Directed study done by special arrangement with a faculty member of the History 
Department. Requires sophomore standing and permission of the instructor. 
 
 

HY 358 – World War II        (3 hrs.) 
100 – Clark    10:00 am – 11:45 am  MTWRF TBA 
 

The global conflict, or series of conflicts, from Manchukuo in 1931 to Tokyo Bay in 
1945, with emphasis on battles on land and sea and in the air, life on the home fronts and 
in enemy-occupied areas, and the legacy of the war to future generations. 
 
Offered during second half of summer term. 

 
 
HY 400 – Special Studies in History     (3 hrs.) 
000 – TBA    02:00 pm – 03:45 pm  MTWRF TBA 
 

Multiple offerings. See myBama for details. 
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HY 541 – History of the US - Vietnam War     (3 hrs.) 
360 – TBA    09:00 am – 05:00 pm  S  TBA 
 

A survey of the historical background of the conflict in Indochina leading to U.S. 
involvement in that conflict. 
 
Course offered at both the Tuscaloosa and Gadsden Campuses. See myBama for further 
detail. 
 
 

HY 599 – Thesis Research Thesis Research     (1 - 6 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings - See myBama for details. 

 
 

HY 697 – Directed Readings       (1 to 4 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings - See myBama for details. 
 

Prerequisite: Written permission of the director of graduate studies. 
 
 
HY 698 – Directed Research Not Related to Dissertation   (1 to 4 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings - See myBama for details. 
 

Prerequisite: Written permission of the director of graduate studies. 
 
 

HY 699 050-103 – Dissertation Research      (1 to 12 hrs.) 
Multiple Offerings - See myBama for details. 
 

Not to be counted for required credit for advanced degrees. 
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